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A omparative study of the dynamis of inherent strutures at low temperatures is performed on
dierent models of glass formers: a three dimensional Lennard-Jones binary mixture (LJBM), fail-
itated spin models (either symmetrially onstrained, SCIC, or asymmetrially, ACIC) and the trap
model. We use suitable orrelation funtions introdued in a previous work whih allow to distin-
guish the behaviour between models with or without spatial or topologial struture. Furthermore,
the orrelations between inherent strutures behave dierently in the ases of strong (SCIC) and
fragile (ACIC, LJ) glasses as a onsequene of the dierent role played by energy barriers when the
temperature is lowered. The similarities in the behavior of the ACIC and LJBM suggest a ommon
nature of the glassy dynamis for both systems.
PACS numbers: 61.43.Fs, 61.20.Ja, 61.43.-j
Keywords: Glass dynamis, Landsape, Inherent Strutures, Dynamial Heterogeneities
I. INTRODUCTION
As the temperature of a superooled liquid is lowered the dynamis of relaxation slows down dramatially, leading
eventually to an eetive breakdown of ergodiity. The inreasing inability of the system to sample the whole phase
spae in experimental timesales an be traed bak by looking at the evolution in phase spae, or equivalently, by
observing the mobility of partiles in real spae. Slow dynamis and the diulty to beome ergodi as the temperature
is lowered implies, for a glass former, an inreasing onnement in onguration spae or the redution in the mobility
of individual partiles. From a topographi view of the glass behavior, at low temperatures a glass former will evolve in
a rough landsape and its dynamis will be inuened by the presene of many points of loal mehanial equilibrium,
alled inherent strutures [1℄, among whih the system will wander during inreasing times as the temperature is
dereased. Thus, in this piture, onnement is a natural onsequene of the non trivial struture of the landsape
at low temperatures. However, onnement may be also due to a strong redution of allowed paths, not related to
the underlying potential energy landsape (PEL) but, instead, to purely dynamial onstraints. Nevertheless, a non
trivial landsape is not neessary in order to observe other glassy features. For example, in a model of traps with a
random distribution of energies in an otherwise at landsape, dynamis proeeds exlusively through ativation over
energy barriers, and it shows several glassy features, like non-exponential relaxation, aging and a glass like transition
[2℄. Nevertheless, by onstrution it is lear that no onnement in onguration spae is possible in this model.
The introdution of inherent strutures (IS) (loal minima of the PEL) [1℄, whih divide the phase spae into
basins of attration, allows the separation of vibrational motion from the more fundamental strutural transitions.
Ativation over barriers between inherent strutures and the esape through saddles with many unstable diretions
in the potential energy landsape are the relevant mehanisms for relaxation from a landsape perspetive.
In a previous work [3℄ we introdued time orrelation funtions between inherent strutures that display useful
information on the relaxation properties of glassy systems, like dierent dynamial regimes and strethed exponential
relaxation. But more interestingly they learly show the signature of onnement in onguration spae as temper-
ature is lowered and allow one to distinguish between dierent systems with glassy properties. For a Lennard-Jones
binary mixture (LJBM), these orrelations present two well separated time regimes, respetively orresponding to the
exploration of the interior of the basin of a partiular IS and to the neighborhood of that basin [3℄. The behaviour of
the orrelations as temperature is lowered implies the emergene of a strong onnement in onguration spae, whih
is absent when the same funtions are omputed for a walker moving in a ubi lattie of traps [3℄. In this paper we
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ompare the behavior of these orrelations for several prototypial models of glass formers and glassy behavior: the
Lennard-Jones binary mixture (LJBM), the trap model and two kinetially onstrained Ising models. While all four
systems display many of the harateristi features of superooled liquids and glasses, learly the physial mehanisms
behind their omplex behavior are very dierent. The LJBM is a very muh studied moleular glass former with a
omplex landsape responsible for its glassy behavior at low temperatures. The trap model, on the other hand, has
a trivial landsape, like a at golf ourt with holes with a random distribution of depths. Both the symmetrially
(SCIC) and asymmetrially (ACIC) onstrained Ising hain [4℄ are intermediate between the previous two extreme
models: while the landsape responsible for the thermodynamis is trivial, the dynamis is dened independently of it
in order to restrit severely the possible paths in phase spae, therefore produing a very interesting glassy behavior.
Our results point to a ommon mehanism for relaxation in the Lennard-Jones and the kinetially onstrained models
while the trap model behave in a ompletely dierent way, reeting the dierene in the struture of the eetively
sampled phase spae.
In setion II we dene the time orrelation funtions between inherent strutures analyzed in this work. In setion
III and IV we briey disuss the results for the BLJM and trap model (for details see ref. 3). In setion V we present
and disuss our results for the kinetially onstrained Ising hains and nally in setion VI we present our onlusions.
II. TIME CORRELATION FUNCTIONS BETWEEN INHERENT STRUCTURES
Every instantaneous state of the system may be assoiated with an IS of the energy landsape. In the LJBM, for
example, following a zero temperature steepest desent path starting at the equilibrium initial state, the nal state
orresponds to the IS. We have observed that in this ase, the IS an be identied by their energy sine degeneraies
(interhange of two partiles of the same kind, for example) are quite unusual and has no signiant statistial weight.
On the other hand, in a spin model the inherent strutures orrespond to ongurations that are stable under single
spin ip dynamis. As a onsequene, in the kinetially onstrained Ising models IS orrespond to ongurations with
isolated defets. In order to ompute the IS in these models we start from an equilibrium onguration at temperature
T and turn all exitations down, performing a quenh at zero temperature until the stable onguration is attained.
At variane with the Hamiltonian LJBM, in the kinetially onstrained models the nal inherent strutures reahed
are not unique given an initial equilibrium onguration. Instead the nal point depends on the atual path of single
spin ips in the zero temperature dynamis. Nevertheless we veried that for dierent single spin ip paths the nal
averaged quantities of interest, the orrelations in this ase, are invariant. In the trap model, by onstrution, every
onguration orresponds to an IS.
One the IS is obtained, we measure equilibrium orrelation funtions that provide information on how onned in
a region of the onguration spae is the system. The rst of these orrelations, CIS(t), measures the probability of
being in the same IS at two dierent times. More preisely, given the IS orresponding to the onguration at t = 0,
we dene CIS(t) as the probability that the system is at the same IS after a time t, irrespetive of where the system
was in between:
CIS(t) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
δti,ti+t , with δti,tj =
{
1 if MIS(ti) =MIS(tj)
0 if not
(1)
whereMIS(ti) is the inherent struture onguration at time ti and with the sum we perform an average over the Nt
available times. Another possible measure, Crem
IS
(t) is the probability of staying in the same IS for all times between
0 and t, the persistene:
Crem
IS
(t) =
1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
t∏
t′=0
δti,ti+t′ (2)
where the produtory is restrited to the interval [0, t]. These orrelation funtions are size dependent. We showed in
[3℄ that in the LJBM the behavior is in agreement with the assumption that the whole system is divided into nearly
independent subsystems with a typial length sale. This allows one to rationalize the results for dierent sizes. The
existene of a harateristi temperature dependent length sale, assoiated with the size of dynamial heterogeneities,
has been reently proposed [5, 6, 7℄ and its onsequenes to the dynamis of kinetially onstrained models extensively
explored.
3III. THE LJBM
Here we summarize the results of moleular dynamis simulations of a (80:20) binary mixture Lennard-Jones system
[8℄ for N = 130 and temperatures ranging from 0.5 to 2. In gures 1a and b we plot CIS(t). Figure 1b shows that
the low temperature behavior of CIS(t) onsists of two strethed exponentials with quite dierent exponents. In the
short time regime (STR) the value of β is around 0.8 and it is almost onstant for T varying between 0.6 and 0.5. In
the long time regime (LTR) the value of beta is very small (β = 0.2 for T = 0.5) and dereases as the temperature is
lowered.
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FIG. 1: (a) Temperature dependene of CIS(t) for N = 130. From left to right, T = 2.0, 1.0, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.55 and 0.5. (b)
− logCIS(t) for the same set of temperatures; plotted in this way a strethed exponential exp[−(t/τ )
β
℄ is a straight line with
slope β. The short (STR) and long (LTR) time regimes are also indiated.
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FIG. 2: The dierene CIS(t)−C
rem
IS (t) for the LJ binary mixture and dierent temperatures.
In order to isolate from CIS(t) the eet of remaining in a single basin for all times, we show in gure 2 the dierene
CIS(t)−C
rem
IS
(t) whih represents the probability of the system to be in the same IS after a time t knowing that it has
departed at least one during this time interval. This probability shows two important harateristis: rst, there is
a harateristi time at whih the probability of returning to the original IS is maximal. This time sale grows when
temperature is lowered: if the system goes out of a basin it takes more time to return as the temperature is lowered.
The seond feature is more important: the returning probability grows as the glass transition is approahed. This is
a signature of onnement in onguration spae.
IV. THE TRAP MODEL
The model of traps in a d-dimensional hyperubi lattie is realized as a random walk of a partile hopping between
traps attahed at eah lattie site with a given trap energy distribution ρ(E) [2, 9℄. Depending on this distribution,
4dierent interesting dynamial behaviors are observed. If the energies are exponentially distributed the model has a
dynamial phase transition at a nite temperature T0 below whih it presents typial glass phenomenology, suh as
aging eets. The trap model has been proposed as a phenomenologial model for desribing the physis of strutural
and spin glasses. From a physial point of view the dynamis proeeds through ativation over barriers orresponding
to the depth of the traps. Besides the dierene in the depths, the landsape an be onsidered at, strutureless.
Thus, in this ase, we assoiate a trap to a basin and study the probability that the system returns to a given
basin (trap). We onsidered two and three dimensional latties, and assigned to every site a trap of energy E that
is determined randomly from an exponential distribution of the form eE/T0 . The energy assoiated to a given site
is kept xed during the simulation, i.e. when the walker returns to a given site it nds the same trap (quenhed-
disorder ase [9℄). We have used L = 100 for d = 3 and L = 1000 for d = 2. Other details of the simulation an be
found in [3℄. Note that the funtion Crem
IS
(t) dened above orresponds exatly to the equilibrium orrelation Ceq(t)
dened in equation (4) of [2℄ sine in this model there is no dierene between the atual onguration of the system
and the orresponding IS. We veried that Crem
IS
(t) presents the expeted long time behavior at low temperatures:
Crem
IS
(t) ∼ t−(x−1) with x = T/TMCT , obtained theoretially by Monthus et al [2℄ (equation (14)).
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FIG. 3: The dierene CIS(t)−C
rem
IS (t) for the trap model in d = 2 and d = 3 for several temperatures T > T0.
In gure 3 we show the dierene CIS(t)− C
rem
IS
(t) for the trap model in two and three dimensions. The behavior
is qualitatively the same in both ases. The gure shows a harateristi time that inreases as the temperature
is lowered, analogously to gure 2 for the LJBM. In the ase of the trap model, the maximum of the probability
of returning to a given trap moves towards inreasing times as temperature is lowered beause the walker stays for
inreasing times in the traps of the surroundings. The onnement an only be attributed to the time spent by the
walker in the individual traps sine every trap is spatially equivalent to eah other, there is no spatial onnement
as the walker moves in a at landsape. But the fat that distinguishes more the trap model from the LJBM is the
fat that the peak probabilities for returning derease as the temperature is lowered. For lower temperatures, if the
walker goes out of a trap, the probability to ome bak diminishes as a diret onsequene of the lak of struture of
the landsape in whih it moves, whih is eetively at.
V. KINETIC MODELS WITH DYNAMICAL CONSTRAINTS
In this setion we onsider a lass of models that, in some sense, are intermediate between the LJBM with its
omplex landsape and the trap model with its at landsape. Kineti Ising models with dynami onstraints are
dened as a set of spins ni = 0, 1 on a d-dimensional lattie without an expliit interation Hamiltonian [4℄. Complex
behavior arises through the dynamis dened in suh a way that a spin an ip only if it satises a onstraint imposed
on the number of nearest neighbors up spins. The dynami rules are hosen suh that the equilibrium distribution
orresponds to that of a system of free spins in an external eld:
H =
∑
i
ni . (3)
From the thermodynami point of view, this model is trivial and its landsape is strutureless. Being irreduible in
the phase spae, the equilibrium properties orrespond to those of a paramagnet in a eld: there is no phase transition
and the onentration of up spins, c = 1/(1 + e1/T ), is a dereasing funtion of T . Thus, sine up spins are those
5that failitate the dynamis, it beomes slower as T dereases. In other words, the introdution of onstraints in the
dynamis, independent of the Hamiltonian, fores the system to evolve through a subset of paths in spae-time whih
beomes inreasingly limited as the temperature is lowered. The system needs to bypass energy barriers in order to
relax and this indues an eetive roughness in the landsape. Strong entropi eets are introdued exlusively by
the dynamis, while it is important to note that almost all ongurations are allowed, detailed balane is fullled, and
ergodiity guaranteed [10℄. Both equilibrium and non-equilibrium dynamis of these models have been extensively
studied [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄ (for a reent review see [4℄). Reently, a real spae-time interpretation of the dynamis
of glass formation has been put forward [5, 6, 7℄ based on observations on these kind of models. In this view, the up
spins are interpreted as regions of enhaned mobility while down spins are nearly frozen regions. These regions are
oarse grained both in time and spae suh that no interation is left and we get the eetive one body Hamiltonian,
eq. 3. These mobile regions, or defets, separate dierent domains (as dened in [15℄) and the dynamis is desribed
in terms of reation and annihilation of defets, whih indue a oarsening of domains. At any temperature there is
a typial lengthsale of the domains l(T ) = 1/c(T ), and the glass transition ours at T = 0, where this lengthsale
diverges.
A. The Symmetrially Constrained Ising Chain
We onsider a d = 1 hain of N spins with periodi boundary onditions. A spin an ip aording to the following
rules:
1→ 0 with probability 1
0→ 1 with prob. exp
(
− 1T
) } iff .ANY. of
the two nearest neighbors is up
This model presents several harateristi relaxation times, all of an Arrhenius form, the slower one (the equilibration
time) growing with temperature as τ = e3/T . In this sense the SCIC orresponds to a strong glass.
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Following [5℄ we have used a temperature dependent size in our simulations L = 4l, where l(T ) = 1/c(T ) is the
typial size of domains at temperature T . Initial states with all spins down are disarded. In gure 4a and b we show
CIS(t) for the SCIC. In gure 4b we see the two time regimes observed also in the LJBM. Nevertheless the dynamis
of IS in the SCIM at low temperatures is essentially that of a set of independent random walkers, i.e. a diusional
dynamis, and onsequently it is faster than the LJBM dynamis.
In gure 5 we show CIS(t) − C
rem
IS
(t) for this model. Besides the growing harateristi time sale with dereasing
temperature we observe a tendeny to saturation in the value of the peak probability, whih implies that the degree of
onnement beomes nearly independent of T at low temperatures. One an rationalize this behavior, learly dierent
from what is observed both in the LJBM and in the trap model, by analyzing the mirosopi dynamis of defets.
The mehanism of relaxation is the oarsening of domains. Only with the annihilation of defets the energy an be
redued. From an initial inherent struture, the SCIC is able to oalese two domains into one by diusing the defets
separating them. In order to diuse a single defet from an IS it is neessary to exite a neighbor site reating a new
defet, what osts an energy equal to unity. One two defets are together then it is possible to relax this struture
in both diretions and in this way allow the defets to diuse. This limbing of an energy hill of unit height and
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FIG. 5: The dierene CIS(t)− C
rem
IS (t) for the SCIC for dierent temperatures.
then relaxing again an go on, until the diusing defet meets another one. Then one of them is annihilated and
the ollapse of two domains happens. We an see that, although the typial size of domains grows with dereasing
temperature, the typial ost in order to ollapse domains is always the same, as it is only neessary to go up and
down by steps of ost 1 in order to diuse and eventually relax. In other words, the onnement does not grow with
dereasing temperature, beause energy barriers are temperature independent. This produes a saturation in the
typial probability that the system returns to the initial inherent struture at low temperatures. Clearly this behavior
is dierent from the one observed in the LJBM and help us to understand the proess of relaxation in that model
too. One ould guess that energy barriers do grow with dereasing temperature in the LJBM, induing a growing
onnement. The temperature dependene of energy barriers is expliitly realized in the asymmetrially onstrained
Ising hain, and its onsequenes are desribed in the next setion.
B. The Asymmetrially Constrained Ising Chain
The dynamis of the ACIC is dened as:
1→ 0 with probability 1
0→ 1 with prob. exp
(
− 1T
) } iff .THE LEFT.
neighbor is up
At low temperatures the ACIC has a dominant relaxation time τ = e1/T
2 ln 2
[15℄. This behavior is super-Arrhenius
orresponding to a fragile glass. From this point of view it should be similar to the LJBM whih is also onsidered to
be a model of a fragile glass former.
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7In this ase the sizes simulated at eah temperature were L = 8l [5℄. In gure 6a and b the results for the CIS(t)
for the ACIC are shown. By omparing gures 1, 4 and 6 one immediately reognizes a similar behavior between the
LJBM and the ACIC. In this ase a short and a long time regimes are again observed in the orrelations between IS.
A more detailed inspetion shows that strethed exponential relaxations are also present, although in this ase the
strething exponent is nearly independent of temperature, being lose to β ≈ 0.2 for the three smaller temperatures
simulated. As expeted, the relaxation times of the strethed exponential behave as τ = ea/T
2
, although the oeient
a ≈ 0.87 from a t of the three lower temperatures is nearly a half of the value 1/ ln 2 orresponding to the largest
relaxation times for the model.
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In gure 7 we show CIS(t) − C
rem
IS
(t), that presents a remarkable similarity with the orresponding urves for
the LJBM, gure 2. The typial probability to ome bak to a partiular inherent struture grows with dereasing
temperature, indiating a strong onnement in onguration spae for the ACIC at low temperatures. In this
ase this is a onsequene of growing energy barriers with dereasing temperature. The dynamis of relaxation and
oarsening of domains in this model is very dierent from that of the SCIC. Due to the asymmetry in the onstraint,
there is a diretionality in the dynamis of defets. In order to ollapse two defets initially separated by a sequene
of down spins the only possibility is to propagate the defet on the left until it reahes the spin in the right. But this
propagation annot proeed by simple diusion as in the SCIC. New exitations have to be reated and anhored until
the defet on the right is reahed. Then the reverse path an be taken until the domains are ompletely oalesed.
The omplete proess has an energy ost h(l) whih depends on the length of the domain l, given by [15℄:
h(l) = n+ 1 for 2n−1 < l ≤ 2n. (4)
Consequently energy barriers in the ACIC are temperature dependent through the dependene of l(T ) and grow
with dereasing temperature. This produes onnement in onguration spae whih makes the peak probability to
return to an IS to grow as T is lowered, similar to what is observed in the LJBM.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We did a omparative study of several dierent glass forming models from the point of view of the dynamis of
inherent strutures, by measuring appropriate temporal orrelations between these IS as the temperature is lowered.
These orrelation funtions do show signatures of the omplex struture of the onguration spae, as the presene
of onnement at low temperatures. The models we onsidered have very dierent origins, the Lennard-Jones binary
mixture whih is a Hamiltonian moleular model, the trap model whih is a phenomenologial model with purely
ativated dynamis, and two kinetially onstrained models whih are disrete lattie models with Monte Carlo
dynamis. Regarding the properties onsidered here, all four models show very dierent behavior, the trap model
being the less interesting one. By onstrution it may be thought as having a at landsape lled with holes of
random depths. The orrelations show that lowering the temperature the probability for the system to return to an
IS diminishes sine there is no mehanism foring it to stay in a region exept the residene time inside the traps.
The model that is next in omplexity is perhaps the symmetrially onstrained Ising hain, a model of a strong
glass. This model behaves dierently from the trap model in that it shows a growing probability to return to an IS
8at lower temperatures, an evidene of the non trivial harater of the onguration spae. Nevertheless this eet
is rather weak as evidened by an early saturation of the peak probability to return. This is a onsequene of the
temperature independene of the energy barriers. The system relaxes by diusion of defets with a onstant ost.
In the last two explored models, the Lennard-Jones binary mixture and the asymmetrially onstrained Ising hain
the behavior is muh more interesting. In both models the peak probability to return to an IS steadily grows with
dereasing temperature signalling a strong onnement on both systems. The mehanism behind this behavior an
be understood in terms of energy barriers in the ACIC. The typial barriers that the system has to ross in order to
oalese two domains grow with dereasing T , dierently from what happens in the SCIC. This points to a ommon
origin of relaxations in the ACIC and in the LJBM. It is lear that although the ACIC posses a trivial equilibrium
measure, the onstraint imposed on the dynamis makes it evolve in an eetive non trivial landsape. In the LJBM
this eet is more fundamental, it omes diretly from the mirosopi interations whih produe a higly non trivial
energy landsape whih is in turn the ultimate origin of the omplex glassy dynamis in this system. In summary, we
found that for models where the evolution follows by ooperative rearrangements, there is an inrease in the returning
probability, that is, a stronger onnement. We also expet that this is a rather general property, and should be valid
in other systems depending on the ooperativeness of the dynamis.
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